
EUAcademy
Advanced Training

Deep dive into critical issues for experienced advocates

Date: Friday 8 October 2021 from 9:00 to 17:30 CET
Venue: Mundo-B Conference Room, rue d'Edimbourg 26, Brussels

PROGRAMME

9:00 - 9:15 Interactive introductory session

9:15 - 10:45 Council deep dive

Critical issues in Council influencing: power mapping, coordination between Brussels
and capitals, presidencies, attachés and national experts.

10:45 - 11:00 Break

11:00 - 12:30 Better Regulation should not be deregulation

Critical issues during the policy planning and drafting phases of the EU policy cycle:
European Commission decision-making processes in detail, the role of evidence-based
policymaking, impact assessments and public consultations.

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch break

13:30 - 15:00 Influencing delegated and implementing acts

Critical issues at ‘Level 2’: decision-making process (Delegated & Implementing Acts and
what’s left of comitology), leveraging the powers of the EP, engaging with the Council.

15:00 - 15:30 Coffee break

15:30 - 17:00 Other perspectives on lobbying, with Aleksandra Palinska from Finance
Watch

Understanding what drives those working on the industry side and in other organisations
working in the private interest, and how they organise: consultancies, law firms, trade
associations.

17:00 - 17:30 Final Q&A and evaluation

17:30 - 18:00 Social drinks

For additional information: info@euchanger.org & www.bettereurope.eu/contact
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TRAINERS

Marc-Olivier Herman is the founder of EUChanger. He is a lawyer
with over twenty years of experience as an advocate for human
rights, the environment and economic justice. For the past ten
years, he has been a member of Oxfam International’s EU
advocacy team, leading on the organisation’s influencing work in
various areas of EU policy and legislation including on financial
regulation, climate change, renewable energy, unfair trading
practices and sustainable corporate governance. He is also an EU
policy consultant for Publish What You Pay (PWYP), a global
movement working to ensure that revenues from oil, gas and
mining help improve people’s lives.

Joost Mulder is a European affairs expert with more than 15 years of
experience in EU legislation. He runs Better Europe Public Affairs,
advising a diverse set of clients defending environmental, human
rights and shareholder interests. Joost previously worked as a political
assistant to an MEP, a financial industry lobby consultant, and head
of advocacy at the NGO Finance Watch. As an experienced Brussels
insider, he has detailed knowledge of EU decision-making and
first-hand lobby experience on trilogues, Council negotiations,
secondary legislation and the implementation of EU legislation.

Aleksandra Palinska is a seasoned professional with more than ten
years of experience in strategic EU public affairs. Her expertise covers
sustainable finance, corporate governance and capital markets
regulation. She acts as a sherpa on the European Commission’s
Platform on Sustainable Finance. Prior to joining Finance Watch,
where she is leading the work on sustainable finance, she worked for
EFAMA, EuropeanIssuers and BetterFinance, which represent the
interests of asset managers, publicly-listed companies and individual
investors, respectively. Hence, she has a very good understanding of
the financial industry, the challenges and expectations of the buy
and sell-side, and how capital markets work.
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